
 

 

BIO D-One 

 
There are DJ's and then there are real DJ's. D-One is no doubt as real as they get. He lives by one divine 

rule, ‘spread the joy!’ And this is what D- One tries to achieve in every aspect of his life, especially when 

spinning. The understanding of how to control a crowd is a talent mastered by D- One, which, when 

combined with his energy, charisma, awesome presence and off-course insane mixing skills creates 

something absolutely special.  

The perfect party experience! 

 
D-One a.k.a. Daryl Rodulfo was born on the exotic island of Trinidad, which explains the sultry Caribbean 

vibe that smoothly seduces his sets. At the tender age of 8 he would sneak into his uncle’s room and fire 

up the techniques whenever he could steal a moment. By watching his uncle spin and then mimicking his 

actions was essentially how D- One learnt the basics. After his parents migrated to the United States, D-

One's musical education flourished as he absorbed the sounds emanating from the streets of New York 

City and all that Urban America had to offer. His DJ career officially started during his early teens with 

backyard parties, high school jams and the famously notorious block parties of Brooklyn. While at 

university, D-One started playing in clubs on the weekend and it is here that he first experienced what he 

refers to as ‘the rush’. Just like a surfer catching the perfect wave or a sky diver falling from the heavens 

to earth. This adrenaline burst of excitement and ultimate euphoria is what D-One feels each and every 

time he steps onto a stage to share his message of music with the masses of hungry clubbers. 

 

Holland has been the place of residence for D-One for the past 10 years and it was humanly impossible to 

resist the power of Dutch House music. It has found its way into the heart of D-One and by combining this 

sound with his island beats and urban background, he has created a unique style setting him apart from 

all the other predictable DJ's out there. A typical D-One set can be described as a kaleidoscope of sexy, 

pulsating, hands in the air, body sweating, spend all your money, party till you drop music. Did we mention 

the ladies simply adore him? It's impossible to place him in any specific genre box. He switches with an 

effortless easy confidence from style to style making him arguably one of the best all-around DJs on the 

international clubbing scene. 

 
Having Caribbean roots and being from Trinidad, D-One feels obligated to share the magic and beauty of 

Soca music with virgin ears. “It is who I am so I must let my public know, this is where I am from. This is 

our music!” It is his dream to see Soca go mainstream, heard on radio-stations, seen on television 

because it's just that good. In his own words; “Soca wakes you up and fills you with energy and a shot of 

feel-good. Who doesn't want to feel good?” Any serious DJ or promoter associated with soca music and 

aware of who the important people in the European soca scene are, would tell you that D-One is 

responsible for consistently exposing soca music to many new fans all over Europe. He is an amazing dj 

and someone you would definitely want on your event.  

 

In 2006 D-One started JamMasters, an entertainment company solely founded to fulfill his desire to pursue 

other creative avenues. A growing DJ school and education in Caribbean music are just glimpses of the 

array of JamMasters services. D-One is a true professional that understands that there is a business side 

to the fun and party madness. It’s a side very necessary if the goal is to successfully create a balanced 

product. And if that's not enough, for the past seven years D-One has been and still is the main 

DJ/selector for the internationally famous and number one Soundsytem in Holland called Herbalize-it. It’s 

a crazy, fun-loving crew branded with the well deserved title of being ‘Europe's Party Machine’. 

 
On his long and impressive resumé, D-One has played the hottest clubs at countless cities all over the 

world. He appeared alongside famous recording artists, international DJ's and stood centre stage at major 

festivals worldwide. According to D-One some of his most memorable experiences includes Summerjam 

in Cologne (Germany) and gigs in Las Vegas, Tel-Aviv (Israel), Helsinki (Finland), Vienna (Austria) and in 

the beautiful Bahamas. Every year he plays a role, djing at international Carnival celebrations in Notting 

Hill (London), Berlin (Germany) and Rotterdam (Holland). He is definitely a man on a mission. A mission to 

enjoy life doing what he loves while spreading the joy of music with as many people as possible. 

So if by chance you have no problem with being adored and worshiped for throwing an awesome party 

with quality – professional - entertainment, then the obvious choice is D-One! 


